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Abstract1

The genome sequences of three Brucella biovars and of some species close to Brucella sp. 2
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have become available, leading to new relationship analysis. Moreover, the automatic 3

genome annotation of the pathogenic bacteria Brucella melitensis has been manually 4

corrected by a consortium of experts, leading to 899 modifications of start sites predictions 5

among the 3198 open reading frames (ORFs) examined. This new annotation, coupled with 6

the results of automatic annotation tools of the complete genome sequences of the B.7

melitensis genome (including BLASTs to 9 genomes close to Brucella), provides 8

numerous data sets related to predicted functions, biochemical properties and phylogenic 9

comparisons.10

To made these results avalaible, αPAGe, a functional auto-updatable database of the 11

corrected sequence genome of B. melitensis, has been built, using the entity-relationship 12

(ER) approach and a multi-purpose database structure. A friendly graphical user interface 13

has been designed, and users can carry out different kinds of information by three levels of 14

queries: (1) the basic search use the classical keywords or sequence identifiers; (2) the 15

original advanced search engine allows to combine (by using logical operators) numerous 16

criteria: (a) keywords (textual comparison) related to the pCDS’s function, family domains 17

and cellular localization; (b) physico-chemical characteristics (numerical comparison) such 18

as isoelectric point or molecular weight and structural criteria such as the nucleic length or 19

the number of transmembrane helix (TMH); (c) similarity scores with E. coli and 10 20

species phylogenetically close to B. melitensis; (3) complex queries can be performed by 21

using a SQL field, which allows all queries respecting the database's structure.22

The database is publicly available through a Web server at the following url:23

http://www.fundp.ac.be/urbm/bioinfo/aPAGe24

25

Keywords: Brucella melitensis, relational, database, annotation, db-main.26
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Introduction27

Brucella melitensis28

Brucellosis is a worldwide distributed bacterial disease, affecting reindeers in Alaska and 29

Siberia, camels in the Middle East, cattles, pigs, goats, sheeps.... Sheeps and goats are the 30

most susceptible. In human, the disease is known as Malta fever, undulating fever, 31

mediterranean fever or Melitococcie. It causes abortion in females and orchitis in males. 32

Humans catch this disease from contaminated meat or milk, aborted fetuses and 33

slaughtering infected animals (Godfroid et al. 2005).34

The six known species of Brucella (Proteobacteria; Alphaproteobacteria; Rhizobiales; 35

Brucellaceae; Brucella), of which four are pathogenic for human (B. melitensis, B. abortus, 36

B. suis and B. canis) are often regarded today as being biovars of one single species (for 37

contradictory informations, see Chain et al., 2005).38

39

Table 140

41

The development of many chronic diseases involves interactions between environmental 42

factors and genes that regulate important physiological processes. Several projects are 43

trying to understand those processes, and to develop methods to predict toxicity and 44

understand the genetic basis of differential susceptibility (Mattingly et al., 2004). Genome 45

sequencing projects led to new disciplines in biology, and promise a better comprehension 46

of disease-associated genes (Miller and Kumar, 2001).47

The availability of the genome sequence of three Brucella biovars and eight species 48

phylogenetically close to Brucella sp. (Table 1) opens the way to genomic comparisons 49

that may elucidate the molecular mechanisms of brucellosis, but also phylogenetic and 50

evolutionary relationships, speciation and emergence of new gene families.51

52
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The correction consortium53

The 3198 pCDS of the Brucella melitensis genome were sequenced and automatically 54

annotated by Integrated Genomics Inc. (Delvecchio et al., 2002). However, many errors 55

were notified in predictions of the position of the start codon of these pCDS. The Research 56

Unit in Molecular Biology (URBM) initiated a project of correction of the start position of 57

all the genome sequences. This project was carried out in collaboration with four research 58

teams, members of the European consortium of research COST845 (VLA Weybridge, 59

U.K.; U. Navarra, Spain; U. Cantabria, Spain; Inserm U. 431, France) (Dricot, 2004). 60

61

Objectives62

Through this paper, we had five main objectives: (1) to made available the Consortium 63

corrections (2) and the results of the automatic annotation (3) in a polyvalent auto-64

updatable and easily upgradable (i.e. to others genomes) database (4) using a performing 65

DataBase Management System (DBMS), in order to allow complex queries by the use of 66

(5) performing and user friendly search tools. 67

68

Material and methods69

The correction protocol70

Each pCDS was manually checked by at least two scientific teams, using the following 71

protocol: 72

1. Genome files of Brucella melitensis (NC_003318.gbk and NC_003317.gbk) 73

had been downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information 74

(NCBI) ftp site. The free Artemis software was used to visualize annotations;75

2. For each ORF, the predicted start was checked. The wrong starts were 76

detected by carrying out the following steps: 77

a. Control of the start codon. TTG is usually a wrong start site;78
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b. Detection of overlapping ORFs, which usually hide a wrong start 79

codon;80

c. Analyses of the corresponding protein sequence alignment against the 81

Non-Redundant (NR) database from NCBI. If similar sequences in 82

phylogenetically close organisms are longer or shorter, the start site is 83

probably wrong;84

3. A new start site was checked using Artemis software with, in increasing 85

preferences corresponding to their observed frequency, start codons: ATG, GTG 86

and TTG;87

4. If several potential start positions were found, without operon or Ribosome 88

Binding Site (RBS) (Salgado et al., 2000) identified, the pCDS having the closest 89

size to homologous sequences detected in NR was selected. 90

Otherwise, the longer pCDS with an ATG or GTG was chosen.91

92

Functional annotation93

Functional annotations of proteins translated from the ORFeome library are done in silico94

using the following programs:95

1. BLASTP) against the NR protein database from GenBank and Swiss-Prot 96

databases;97

2. BLASTN against the genomes listed in Table 1;98

3. hmmpfam against the 8183 proteins of the Protein Family database (Pfam 99

19.0);100

4. Prediction of the cellular localizations by an updated version of PSORTII 101

(Nakai et al., 1999) for Gram-negative bacteria. PSORTII examines a given protein 102

sequence for amino acid composition, similarity to proteins of known localization, 103

presence of a signal peptide, transmembrane alpha-helices and motifs 104
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corresponding to specific localizations. A probabilistic method integrates this 105

analysis, returning a list of five possible localization sites with associated 106

probability scores;107

5. Prediction of the transmembrane segments are predicted by TMHMM v.2.0, 108

the most reliable transmembrane prediction program (Möller, 2001);109

6. Prediction of the secondary structure of each pCDS using the PSIPRED2 110

protein structure prediction server (McGuffin et al., 2000); 111

7. Prediction of the three-dimensional structure by ESyPred3D (Lambert et al., 112

2002), with alignment of the peptidic sequences against the Protein data bank 113

(PDB) (Berman et al., 2000). This program produces a multiple alignment of the 114

query sequence with several sequences from the PDB, and builds a consensus of 115

high reliability. This reliable alignment is subsequently used for the building of the 116

homology model.117

118

119

The DB-MAIN CASE tool120

Because a genome annotation generates numerous data sets that cannot be easily managed 121

with simple file management software, a powerful and complex knowledge-management 122

software, DB-MAIN, had been used to create a database using the relational model in 123

accordance with the ER model (Entity Relationship). DB-MAIN is a data-oriented 124

Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) environment, designed to support most 125

database engineering processes, including: (1) requirement analysis, conceptual design, 126

normalisation, schema integration, logical design, physical design, schema’s optimisation 127

and code generation; (2) schema transformation, model transformation; (3) schema 128

analysis, code analysis, data reverse engineering; (4) database migration, database 129

evolution, database integration and federation, data wrapper design and generation; (5) 130
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temporal database design, active database evaluation and generation. 131

In addition, the method-modelling component allows the user to define any of these sub-132

models (Englebert and Hainaut, 1999; http://www.db-main.be/).133

134

The database design135

The database design follows globally the "Merise" method. It starts with the extraction of 136

the entities from the application domain (in this paper, the data sets provided by both 137

manual and automatic annotation of the B. melitensis genome). These entities will 138

constitute the database classes, which models the real-world organization and its important 139

data elements and relationships.140

Although there are many conceptual models drawn for biological databases, the conceptual 141

schema remains specific to the application domains, which are various and depend on 142

projects subject. The conceptual model is an extension of the Entity-Relationship model. It 143

defines the logical relationships that link the database entities and the object attributes, in 144

order to build the data structure. This step involves the description of the entire information 145

content of the database. 146

The next step, the logical design, is the translation of the conceptual schema in logical 147

schema. These schemas represent the same information, but the second one (logical) 148

expresses the data through the construct of the DBMS. It shows how data are organised in 149

a relational way: the database is represented as a group of related tables that can be 150

managed by a relational database management system (RDBMS). Finally, the entity 151

relationship model is translated into a database structure that can be afterwards easily 152

expressed using structured query language (SQL).153

Both conceptual and logical schemas are available on the database website.154

155

The web interface156
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The data sets are stored in a MySQL (http://www.mysql.com/) relational database. The 157

database can be queried through a web interface built using PHP Hypertext Preprocessor 158

(PHP), a widely used general-purpose scripting language especially suited for web 159

development and more specifically to be connected to a database (http://www.php.net/).160

161

Machines162

The annotation of the genome and the construction of the database were carried out on 163

Silicon Graphics Octane duo and a cluster of PC (Table 2).164

165

Results166

167

Increasing of pCDS reliability168

The correction project consortium has increased the database information reliability. Start 169

positions have been corrected for 899 pCDS. The mean difference in position is 69 170

nucleotides or 23 amino acids. 565 pCDS have been shortened and 334 have been 171

lengthened. The corrected pCDS are mentioned in the commentary field.172

173

The αPAGe database174

The sequence databases offer a great source of information for studies on biological 175

variation, evolutionary patterns and protein family characterization. In order to find all 176

pieces of information available, it is often necessary to search several databases or to click 177

on several links. Facing the complexity to obtain information, each αPAGe entry includes 178

the whole information about a sequence (functional and structural annotation, pCDS’s 179

properties, links to other biological databases...).180

The identification and the functional characterization of genes, that may be involved in 181

disease development or may be responsible for virulence, is a critical step. An advanced 182
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search tool form allows the combination of different criteria and may help to select a 183

subset of pCDS for further analysis. Most databases propose advanced search tools based 184

only on keywords searches. The αPAGe makes possible to perform searches combining 185

several criteria, with the possibility to impose choice constraints (and/or) at each level (see 186

below). The database is publicly available through a Web server at 187

http://www.fundp.ac.be/urbm/bioinfo/aPAGe.188

189

ORFeome library190

Entire libraries composed of all protein-encoding Open Reading Frames (ORF) cloned in 191

highly flexible vectors represent a new type of resource, which is needed to take full 192

advantage of informations generated by the sequencing efforts and to address the new type 193

of question and hypothesis generated in post-genomic area. 194

Thus, the complete genome sequence of B. melitensis had been used to generate a protein-195

coding ORF database. This ORFeome library contains 3091 Gateway entry clones, each 196

one corresponding to a defined ORF. This strategy may help to validate the genome 197

annotation and to create a resource to functionally characterize the proteome (Dricot et al., 198

2004). The cloning state field displays the information available for this experiment such 199

as the forward and reverse primers used for each cloned pCDS.200

Moreover, the "Similarity (BLASTN) in close organisms" field allows a quick overview of 201

the distribution of the homologous sequences in the genomes of 10 alpha-proteobacteria, 202

phylogenetically close to each other, and Escherichia coli K12, as Gram-negative model. 203

In order to facilitate the databases mining, links are proposed to display the precomputed 204

best hits against the following databases: GenBank, Protein Information Resource (PIR), 205

Protein Data Bank (PDB), DNA Data Bank of Japan (dbj), the Protein Research 206

Foundation (PRF) (www4.prf.or.jp/en/), the European Molecular Biology Laboratory 207

(EMBL) and the Protein Family (Pfam) database.208
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209

Cellular localization and membrane topology210

The cellular localization field contains three parts: the observed cellular localization (often 211

unknown), the predicted cellular localization (PSORT II) and the compatibility between 212

predicted and observed subcellular localization.213

The membrane topology and the number of transmembrane helices (TMHs) are also 214

precomputed (TMHMM).215

216

Secondary and three-dimensional structure217

The predicted secondary structures are coloured in the following way: helices, beta sheets, 218

and coils are represented respectively in red, blue and grey. Transmembrane segments are 219

written with underlined bold characters. 220

The 3D structure field reports the homology modelling procedure if a protein with a 221

detectable similarity is found in the PDB. It includes two parts: 222

1. The "3D structure field", which proposes a link to download the 3D final 223

model of the treated pCDS. The model may be displayed using an external software 224

(i.e. the Swiss PDB viewer (http://www.expasy.org) or a browser plug in (Chime)). 225

2. The "Modelling characteristics” field summarizes information used during 226

the modelling step: the template (protein with known 3D structure) used for the 227

alignment, the model building, the template experimental method and its 228

parameters (resolution and R-value), the percentage of sequence modelled and a 229

link to find more information and coordinates of the template structure at the PDB 230

web site. Models are updated each month or at each new PDB release.231

232

pCDS properties233

The last sets of predictions concerns pCDS start and end positions, GC content, theoretical 234
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physico-chemical properties, that includes molecular weight and isoelectric point and 235

nucleic and peptidic sequence in FASTA format.236

Promoter and termination sites can easily be studied by displaying the sequence of a 237

chosen number of nucleotides located upstream or downstream of the pCDS. This tool may 238

be useful to identify the non-coding upstream and downstream of a pCDS. It also allows to 239

define the pCDS extremities for the cloning experiments.240

241

References and cross-references242

The cross-reference field allows users to be redirected towards KEGG and translated 243

EMBL (TrEMBL) public databases. In a reference field, users are invited to add references 244

related to the pCDS treated.245

246

User interface247

The database can be browsed using a powerful graphical user interface. One may consider 248

three levels of queries:249

250

Basic search251

The database can be browsed:252

1. By the pCDS ID; 253

2. By keywords (text search). Various fields can be targeted: GenBank 254

annotation, Swiss-Prot annotation, observed function, comments, predicted or 255

observed localization, Pfam summary, templates used in the 3D modelling 256

procedure or a key word related to the cloning state;257

3. By the display of the complete list of ORFs;258

4. By similarity (using BLAST). Peptidic or nucleic sequences can be blasted259

against the whole genomes of B. melitensis, B. suis and B. abortus;260
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5. By using regular expression to search for specific patterns (nucleic or 261

peptidic).262

263

Advanced search264

An advanced search tool allows users to limit queries to some defined fields or to combine 265

search terms with logical operators. 266

267

Following fields are available:268

1. Keywords searches (text comparison) described in the basic search.269

2. Quantitative data (numerical comparisons using "<" and ">" operators) 270

including: 271

a. Physico-chemical properties, such as isoelectric point or molecular 272

weight;273

b. Structural properties such as:274

i.The number of trans-membrane helices (TMHs);275

ii.The target-template percentage identity (three dimensional structure 276

prediction);277

iii.The percentage identity of the deduced sequence modelled using the 278

ESyPred3D system.279

c. The pCDS properties such as: 280

i.The percentage in GC;281

ii.The position of the first and the last nucleotide;282

iii.The nucleotidic and peptidic lengths. 283

It is also possible to add constraints (expected value range) related to similarities between 284

the B. melitensis pCDS considered and the pCDS of at least one of the 11 species described 285

in Table 1. 286
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287

Figure 1288

289

To allow combinations of quantitative data with the logical operators "and" and "or" and 290

with the comparisons operators "<" and ">" is probably the most interesting particularity of 291

the advanced search tool (Fig. 1). This unusual way to proceed permits to extract data in 292

order to perform statistical analysis. For example, the study of the frequency distribution of 293

the predicted pI shows a bimodal distribution (Fig. 2). It is well known that, in disruptive294

selection, selection pressures act against individuals in the middle of the trait distribution, 295

resulting in a bimodal curve. Thus, this predicted pI bimodal distribution seems to suggest 296

an important evolutionary selection pressure applied against B. melitensis, which 297

unfavorise the B. melitensis ORFs around pI's of 8. However, for different authors, this 298

multimodal distribution is an effect of allowed combinations of the charged amino acids, 299

and not due to evolutionary causes (i.e. Nandy et al., 2005; Schwartz et al., 2001).300

Similarly, data extraction for various statistical analysis, implying one or more fields, can 301

easily be performed.302

303

Figure 2304

305

SQL search306

For advanced users, data may be retrieved from the Web interface using SQL queries. 307

308

309

310

Conclusion and Perspectives311

We developed, under DBMS, a relational updatable database dedicated to the pathogenic 312

bacteria Brucella melitensis, from the sequenced genome manually corrected by a 313
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specialists consortium and from the data generated in silico by several among the most 314

powerful prediction programs.315

Search tools are efficient, friendly, but also original. In the advanced search, users may 316

combine, by using logical operators, several criteria related to the pCDS properties in order 317

to select one or more specific pCDS: (1) keywords (textual comparison) related to the 318

pCDS’s function, family domains and cellular localization; (2) physico-chemical 319

characteristics (numerical comparison) such as isoelectric point, molecular weight or 320

structural criteria such as the nucleic length or the number of TMHs; (3) homology (or not) 321

in 10 species phylogenetically close to B. melitensis (expected value range). 322

The structure of the database allows its extension to other genomes, especially those 323

phylogenetically close to Brucella melitensis, but also to model organism like 324

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster or Homo sapiens. The functional and 325

structural annotation of these genomes could be incorporated automatically from 326

nucleotidic sequences. 327

The extension of the advanced search to new fields, like TMHs or motives is also on the 328

way. Such improvements will permit more complex queries. 329

New advanced search tool form that deal with all the data types and new links to biological 330

databases for complementary information will also be added.331

332

Finally, a special attention must be paid in order to make sure that the alteration is 333

compatible with the existing database. The DB-MAIN CASE tool supports such meta-data 334

evolution. The approach relies on a generic database model and on the transformational 335

paradigm that states that database engineering processes can be modelled by schema 336

transformation. Indeed, a transformation provides both structural and instance mappings 337

that formally define how to modify database structures and contents.338
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Figure legends459

460

Fig. 1. Combinations of numerous fields and both logical and comparisons operators allow 461

to construct complex queries through a user-friendly interface.462

463

. Fig. 2. The bimodal distribution of the predicted isoeletric point seems to suggest an 464

important evolutionary selection pressure to B. melitensis, but some authors invalid this 465

suggestion (see text) (each classes defines an half-unity of pI).466

467
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Table 1. Characteristics of the 10 species phylogenetically close to Brucella sp. present in the database. 

Escherichia coli is used as a model Gram-negative bacteria (from EMBL-EBI and quoted authors).

Brucella biovars Reference Life cycle Host Genome Orfs

Brucella abortus
Sanchez et al., 

2001; Halling et al., 
2005

pathogenic human and livestock
2,1 MB and 1,2 Mb circular 

chromosomes
3,076

Brucella melitensis Delvecchio et al., 
2002

pathogenic human and livestock
2,1 MB and 1,2 Mb circular 

chromosomes
3,197

Brucella suis Paulsen et al., 2002 pathogenic human and livestock
2,1 MB and 1,2 Mb circular 

chromosomes 3,256.

Close to Brucella

Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens C58

Wood et al., 2001; 
Goodner et al., 

2001
pathogenic

numerous plants 
(crown, roots and 

stems)

2,8 MB circular chromosome; 0,54 Mb 
Plasmid pMLa; 0,2 Mb Plasmid pMLa 5,304

Bartonella henselae 
str. Houston-1, Alsmark et al., 2004 pathogenic human and cat 1,9 Mb circular chromosome

1,464

Bartonella quintana 
str. Toulouse

Alsmark et al., 2004 pathogenic human specific 1,6 Mb circular chromosome 1,137

Caulobacter 
crescentus

Nierman et al., 
2001

dilute aquatic 
environment

1,2 Mb circular chromosome 3,718

Mesorhizobium loti Kaneko et al., 2000 symbiotic
nitrogen-fixing soil 

plant
7 Mb circular chromosomes; 0,4 Mb 

Plasmid pMLa; 0,2 Mb Plasmid pMLa 7,255

Sinorhizobium 
meliloti

Barnett et al., 2001; 
Galibert et al., 2001 symbiotic

nitrogen-fixing soil 
plant

3,6 Mb chromosome and two 
megaplasmids, pSyma (1,3 Mb) and 

pSymb (1,7 Mb)
6,148

Rhizobium
leguminosarum

unpublished data symbiotic
nitrogen-fixing soil 

plant
5 Mb circular chromosomes and six 

plasmid -

Rhodopseudomonas 
palustris

Larimer et al., 2004
metabolically 

versatile
soils and water

5,5 Mb circular chromosome; 8,427 bp 
plasmid pRPA

4,798

GRAM -

Escherichia coli K12 Blattner et al., 1997 pathogenic human
4,6 Mb circular chromosome; 1 MB 

plasmid F
4,338

Table 1
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Table 2. Machines dedicated to the B. melitensis genome database.

Processors CPU RAM OS
Silicon Graphics Octane 
duo

2 x R10000 MIPS 225 Mhz 512 MB IRIX 6.5

Priminfo Xeon Server
2 x 32 bits Intel Pentium 
4 

2.2 Ghz 2 GB
Red Hat Linux 
7.3

6 nodes Priminfo Xeon
2 x 32 bits Intel Pentium 
4

2.2 Ghz 2 GB
Red Hat Linux 
7.3

Table 2
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